
Study Background
The athletic world is on a never-ending 
quest for powerful methods, products, 
and treatments to improve performance.  
Unfortunately, this quest has led some into 
a practice called blood doping.  Doping 
involves using chemicals to increase an 
athlete’s Red Blood Cell (RBC) count to 
improve recovery and performance.  The 
worldwide ban on doping in sanctioned 
sports has not only highlighted the 
unethical and unsafe aspects of this 
practice, but has also illustrated the 
significant performance results achieved 
when RBC counts are increased. 

The following is an abstract of the 2018 
J.M. Global Research Study Entitled:
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Study Premise 

• Will using the cm2 Pulse BAND 
assist the body’s ability to 
separate red blood cells?  

• Will separated or free-suspend-
ed red blood cells have an 
effect on athletic recovery and 
or performance? 

The researchers worked with the athletic department of a 
prominent division one university.  Fifty select collegiate 
athletes from a cross-section of men and women sports, 
including; football, basketball, soccer, volleyball, baseball, 
and track.

The researchers obtained a live blood smear of each athlete 
which was documented and cataloged. The athlete was 
then provided a cm2 Pulse BAND, limited instructions and 
then asked to wear the BAND for a minimum of 8 hours 
per day.  Between 14 and 21 days after receiving the BAND, 
each athlete’s blood was retested in the same initial manner, 
cataloged and then contrasted against the initial smear. 

Study background, continued:  
RBCs are responsible for transporting 
oxygen from the lungs throughout 
the body and are a key factor in 
removing carbon dioxide (gas 
exchange).  The exposed surface 
area of the RBC is critical for the 
improved and efficient carrying 
capacity of this gas exchange.  It is 
common, especially with athletes, 
for red blood cells to stick together 
and visually appear as large stacks 
of coins—which is medically defined 
as “rouleaux”.  The researchers 
hypothesized that this rouleaux 
condition, which reduced the surface 
area  of each blood cell, would affect 
the athlete’s RBC gas exchange, and 
have potentially limiting effects on 
recovery and performance. 

Based upon scientific principles, the 
researchers believed that if the actual 
electrical charge of each RBC could 
be made similar—or a “like charge”—
the effect would be the repelling 
of RBCs, therefore counteracting 
rouleaux, exposing maximum RBC 
surface area, and boosting gas 
exchange for improved recovery and 
performance.  

The researchers asked each study 
participant to use a Nimbus cm2 
Pulse BAND, a wrist-worn device 
designed to equalize the RBC charge 
(called the zeta potential), creating 
separated, or free-suspended RBCs.
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Data Sample

The number of qualified 
athletes that met the 
compliance parameters 
was 38 of the original 50. 
Disqualifications were for 
non-use of the BAND, 
missing the second blood 
test or usage outside the 
test parameters.

Blood Test Results:

• 50 of 50 athletes had 
rouleaux or stacked 
red blood cells (RBCs) 
in the initial test.

• 38 of 50 qualified for the study.

• 35 of 38 showed significant or complete RBC 
separation after compliant BAND use.

• 3 of 38 showed measurable or distinguishable 
RBC separation after compliant BAND use.

A post-interview was conducted with each of the 38 
qualifying athletes.   The following information and 
feedback were obtained.

Post Band Use Interview Results

• 13 of 38 or 34% stated they had felt no notice-
able difference.

• 25 of 38 or 66% stated they experienced at least 
one or more of the following: improved energy, 
improved sleep, faster recovery and/or extend-
ed endurance.

• 0 of 38 had negative side effects.

• Of the 25 that stated a benefit, improved energy 
and sleep were the most prevalent comments.

Conclusion

The study confirmed that the rigors of competitive athletic training and participation 
contribute to rouleaux or stacked RBCs (see the study for additional details).  Based upon 
the pre and post blood samples, it was evident that RBC’s can be separated by use of the 
Nimbus cm2 Pulse BAND.  Based upon the post-interview comments, the predominant 
(66%) athlete feedback of improved energy, sleep and recovery suggests a clear link to 
free suspended red blood cells and associated benefits.  Additional testing of athletes is 
currently in process for a follow-up study to be published in 2019.



Behind the Research: Healing to Performance

As one of the primary patent holders, and the driver of 

product development for the medical team, this journey 

has been enlightening—from my first 2011 perspective to 

where I see the direction and value of the cm2 technology 

today.  

Our process of working with athletes began in 2013 when a premiere NCAA 

division-one athlete experienced a potentially career-ending re-injury.  Under the 

direction of Dr. Gregory Anderson D.P.M., the athlete used a prototype WEB each 

day for healing, recovery and physical therapy support.  The speed of her return 

to the field was so rapid compared to her recovery after the initial injury, that it 

became an “aha moment” for the team.  Five years later, the cm2 WEB technology 

has now benefited many top athletes with consistently positive outcomes.

Since that 2013 event, we have aggressively broadened our focus to include 

performance, in addition to our first healing and wellness focus.  Fast forwarding 

to 2019, our confidence in the in the cm2 technology has only grown. The 

potential impact it can safely have on athletic performance seems nearly limitless 

when we factor in the amazing capabilities of the human machine.  This Nimbus 

cm2 Pulse BAND study will be the first of many, as we continue to explore how this 

technology can safely assist the human body to achieve new milestones.  

On a personal note, the more I study and learn, the more I stand in awe of 

the magnificent capabilities and design of the human body.  Yes, I believe the 

technology the medical and research team has developed is revolutionary and 

effective. However, the human body is the truly amazing part of this performance 

equation. 

Dale C Gledhill 
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